Test on
“Haulage Accidents in Illinois Underground Coal Mines, (IL3 – 10 min)

1) Guy pinned between his trailer and shuttle car coming through curtain.
   a) Trailing cable tripped miner and he was run over by shuttle car.
   b) Shuttle car’s brakes failed and the operator was killed when he ran under a conveyor.
   c) Equipment stuck when passing through curtain ran over foreman standing on opposite side of curtain to operator.
   d) Operator failure to chock wheels of parked shuttle car and run over when car started to roll.

2) Which of the following precautions would have prevented the accidents discussed?
   a) Victim should have established communications with the mobile equipment operator.
   b) Equipment operator check to see if his backup alarm working.
   c) Equipment operator making sure his horn was working correctly.
   d) Equipment operator making sure his lights were working correctly.
   e) Victim hanging warning signs on hanging curtain when parked on one side.
   f) Equipment operator making sure the travel route (opposite side of curtain) was clear.
   g) Victim avoiding electrocution by watching for bare high-voltage cables.
   h) Victim awareness of location of trailing cables.
   i) Victim not standing between equipment and it’s trailing cables.
   j) Victim not standing in area where he could become involved in an accident.
   k) Victim not assuming the haulage equipment operator had seen him.

1)a,b,d, 2)a,e,f,h,i,j,k